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a brief outline
guiding questions for this talk

how best to model the [C II] intensity mapping signal?
how do fundamental sensitivities (white noise + SV) of CCAT-p
surveys compare with high-redshift signal expectations?
what needs to happen ...

on the experimental front?
on the theoretical front?
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line-intensity mapping
an emerging technique for statistical astrophysics
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Figure: galaxies and [C II] across a 6.25 deg2 × 40 GHz volume
(400× 400× 370 cMpc3 at z = 6.0; [C II] map filtered at 3′ angular resolution)
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intensity mapping w/ [C II]
why [C II] in particular?

in principle, any
atomic/molecular gas
line will work
[C II] is one of the
better options to study
star-forming galaxies
at/post-reionisation

bright—as much as
1% of LIR
strong correlation
with SFR

Figure 2: Left: The solid curves show the (1σ) sensitivity to continuum emission for select current
and future cm and mm interferometers, as well as for space IR telescopes, in 12 hours. The dashed
curves are the continuum spectra for Arp 220, at z = 2, 5, and 8. Right: The colored curves show
the (1σ) sensitivity to spectral line emission in 12 hours for a 300 km s−1 line width. The solid
curve is the spectrum, including molecular and atomic fine structure lines, for Arp 220 at z = 5.

Spectroscopic confirmation: Follow-up wide-band spectroscopy can then be done in the mm
and near-IR to determine spectroscopic redshifts and the global properties of the galaxies.
As there will be large numbers of candidates fed in by the surveys, a key role will be played
in these studies by very wide-band spectrometers on large mm telescopes.

High Resolution Imaging and spectroscopy: Once identified, high resolution spectroscopic imag-
ing with ALMA and the EVLA will delineate the gas, dust, star formation, and AGN at
sub-kpc spatial resolution (< 0.2”), as described in the sections above. In parallel, the JWST
and TMT will provide ultra-sensitive spectroscopy and imaging of the stars, ionized gas, and
AGN.

Figure 2a shows the continuum sensitivities of current and future telescopes, along with
the radio through near-IR SED of an active star forming galaxy, Arp 220 (star formation
rate ∼ 100 M� year−1) at z = 2, 5, and 8. Current telescopes, such as Spitzer, the Plateau de
Bure, and, soon, the EVLA, are able to detect such active star forming galaxies into cosmic
reionization. The increased sensitivity of JWST and ALMA will push down to “normal”
star forming galaxies, e.g. LAE and LBGs, with star formation rates ≤ 10 M� year−1.

Figure 2b shows the line intensity of Arp 220 at z = 5, along with the rms line sensitiv-
ity of current and future radio interferometers. Centimeter telescopes study the low order
molecular line transitions, while in the mm, higher order molecular line transitions, as well
as the atomic FSL, are observed.

5 Instrumenting for First Galaxy Science

Galaxy formation is a complex process, and it is clear that a panchromatic approach is
required to understand the myriad processes involved in early galaxy formation. In this white
paper, we call particular attention to large radio, millimeter, and submillimeter facilities that

6

CO(1-0)
CO(2-1)

CO(3-2)

[C II]

Figure: hypothetical: Arp 220 at z = 5
(Carilli+09—arXiv:0902.3671)

a major caveat: these strengths are not necessarily decisively
demonstrated at high z!
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a [C II] model at high redshift
forecasts and sensitivities—DTC+20 (arXiv:1812.08135)

existing literature is abundant with forecasts for the [C II] signal
at high redshift, with these key ingredients:

an empirical halo mass–SFR relation (often a single unbroken
power-law)
an empirical SFR–[C II] calibration (often local, often used
beyond applicable redshift range)

in our case, the recipe is ...
empirically modelled star-formation histories for each halo in a
simulation (UNIVERSEMACHINE EDR, Behroozi+18)
the Lagache+18 z ∈ (4, 8) simulated SFR–[C II] relation, which
accounts for high-redshift effects including CMB
heating/attenuation (leading to PDR-dominated emission)
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a [C II] model at high redshift
forecasts and sensitivities—DTC+20 (arXiv:1812.08135)

UNIVERSEMACHINE EDR
star-formation rates for
BolshoiP halos account for
quenching (at lower redshift),
feedback at Mh & 1012 M�, ...
Lagache+18 SFR–[C II] relation
suggests local relations would
over-estimate [C II] luminosities
at given SFR by 2–10×
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a [C II] model at high redshift
forecasts and sensitivities—DTC+20 (arXiv:1812.08135)

assumed parameters:
early: 1 deg2/400h
(slightly unrealistic)
baseline: 2.25
deg2/2500h (slightly
pessimistic)
full: 9 deg2/6000h w/
2 tubes (somewhat
optimistic)

forecast suggests most
notional goals will be
met; questions remain
at z ∼ 8
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Figure: adapted from DTC+20
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experimental obstacles
inherent instrumental and survey challenges

power spectrum of non-white sky noise unclear, needs to be
modelled and accounted for properly
+ assorted instrumental effects, including spectrometer
channel passband, reflections and spillover, ...
foreground removal is a significant concern

Galactic dust should be spectrally smooth and
well-characterised in survey data over a broad frequency range
(all experiments considered span ∆νobs > 100 GHz)
interloper line emission in mid-to-high J CO lines from z . 2
will require more sophisticated strategies (eg masking informed
by external galaxy surveys: Sun+18, arXiv:1610.10095)

cross-correlate with 21 cm or Lyman-α for validation (+ science!)
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modelling directions
observations should drive better models, of full range of emitters[CII] Halo at z ∼ 6 11

Figure 11. Left) 4′′ × 4′′ fake-color image for a star-forming galaxy of Althæa at z = 6.0 in the zoom-in simulation (red: [Cii] line,
green: rest-frame FIR continuum, blue: rest-frame UV continuum). Right) radial surface brightness profiles of the [Cii] line (red curve),
rest-frame FIR (green curve), and UV (blue curve) continuum emission estimated in the zoom-in simulation via the stacking procedure.
Other symbols are assigned in the same manner as Figure 6.

The first scenario invokes satellite galaxies (Figure 12
A). If satellite galaxies exist around the central star-
forming galaxies, the [Cii] and Lyα line emission from
the satellite galaxies will be observed as extended struc-
tures around the central galaxies. In this scenario, the
extended halo size is determined by the spatial distri-
bution of the satellite galaxies, which explains both ex-
tended components of the [Cii] and Lyα line emission.
The second scenario is a PDR extended over CG scale

(Figure 12 B). The ionizing photons (hν > 13.6 eV) from
massive stars form the HII region on the central galactic
scale. Far-ultraviolet (FUV) photons (6 eV < hν < 13.6
eV) penetrate the surrounding ISM deeper than the ion-
izing photons, making the PDR extend more than the
HII region. If the PDR is extended over the CG scale,
the extended [Cii] line emission is detected on the CG
scale. Besides, the Lyα line emission is also spatially
extended due to the resonance scattering by the neutral
hydrogen in the surrounding ISM (e.g., Xue et al. 2017).
The third scenario is photoionization (Figure 12 C).

This scenario is similar to scenario (B), but the HII re-
gion and the surrounding PDR is much more extended
due to an existence of strong ionizing sources and/or the
ISM properties differ from scenario (B). In this case, the
Lyα line emission is extended due to the fluorescence
(e.g., Cantalupo et al. 2005), instead of the resonance
scattering in scenario (B). Although the carbon may be
doubly ionized with less [Cii] line emission near the ioniz-
ing source centers in the highly ionized ISM, such deficit
of the [Cii] line emission is consistent with the recent
ALMA results that many star-forming galaxies at z > 5
do not always show clear [Cii] line detections at the
stellar-continuum positions (e.g., Carniani et al. 2018).
The fourth scenario is cold streams (Figure 12 D). Cos-

mological hydrodynamical simulations suggest that in-
tense star-formation in high-z galaxies is fed by a dense
and cold gas (∼104 K) that are dubbed cold streams (e.g.,
Dekel et al. 2009). The cold streams radiate [Cii] as well
as Lyα line emission powered by gravitational energy,
and produce the extended [Cii] and Lyα line emission
around a galaxy. Moreover, the cold stream may cause
shock heating which can also produce the [Cii] and Lyα
line emission.
The fifth scenario is outflow (Figure 12 E). In the out-

flow, the ionized carbon and hydrogen powered by the
AGN and/or star-formation feedback produce the ex-
tended [Cii] and Lyα line emission. The associated pro-
cess of the shock heating may also contribute to radiat-
ing these line emission. Note that although we choose
ALMA sources not reported as AGNs, we cannot rule
out the possibility that our ALMA sources contain faint
AGNs and/or have the past AGN activity.
In the following subsections, we discuss these possibil-

ities based on the observational and theoretical results.

5.1. From Observational Results

In the observational results, the [C ii] line is extended
more than both the rest-frame FIR dust and UV con-
tinuum beyond the errors up to a radius of at least ∼ 7
kpc (Figure 6). Assuming a constant [C ii] line emissivity
at a given stellar continuum (De Looze et al. 2014), the
large gap between the radial profiles of the [C ii] line and
the stellar continuum indicates that the stellar contin-
uum is not enough to explain the large part of the [C ii]
line emissivity of the [C ii] halo.
Although the [C ii] line emissivity may be changed from

the central to halo areas at a given stellar continuum, the
metallicity at such outer areas is expected to be ∼ 1%

4 N. Laporte et al.

Figure 3. Relation between LCI I and the SFR for the two galax-

ies studied in this letter plus that of Inoue et al. (2016) (red) and

previous 5.5 < z < 7.5 galaxies studies from Capak et al. (2015),

Carniani et al. (2017), Carniani et al. (2018), Smit et al. (2018),

Pentericci et al. (2016), Hashimoto et al. (2019), Kanekar et al.

(2013), Ota et al. (2014), Bradač et al. (2017) and Matthee et al.

(2017) grouped according to redshift. Open circles show the loca-

tion of local metal poor dwarfs galaxies (Madden et al. 2013). We

also plot the relation predicted by Lagache et al. (2018) at z ∼6

(blue), 7 (black) and 8 (red).

Finally, utilising the non-detection of the continuum of
A2744 YD4 in ALMA band 5 we have the opportunity to
re-analyse the SED of this object. We include data from a
previous ALMA band 6 programme covering the position of
this target (2015.1.00463.S - PI : M. Ouchi). In this dataset,
A2744 YD4 is also not detected and we measured in a beam-
size aperture a 2σ upper limit flux of 30 µJy/beam (not
corrected for magnification). Using MAGPHYS (da Cunha
et al. 2008), we can give a first constraint on the dust tem-
perature in this object Tdust > 55 K. This value contrasts
with the value generally used to determine the dust proper-
ties at high-z (T∼30K), but is consistent with recent simula-
tions (e.g. Behrens et al. 2018) which predict a higher dust
temperature at high redshifts. Using the 3σ upper limits for
both band 5 and 6 observations decreases the minimum dust
temperature to T>43 K.

4 SUMMARY

The recent commissioning of the ALMA band 5 receiver has
opened a new window to study the ISM of the two most
distant gravitationally-lensed galaxies detected with ALMA
band 7, namely A2744 YD4 (z =8.38) and MACS1149 JD1
(z=9.11). We have used this capability to search for the FIR
emission line [Cii]158µm , the primary coolant of the ISM
at low redshift, which should give valuable insight into the
metallicity and neutral gas content for systems of known
SFR. However, despite adequately sensitive data consider-
ing the [Cii] - SFR relation observed at lower redshifts (e.g.
z <6), neither of these targets is detected in the dust contin-
uum or line emission. Noting the magnification for these two

Figure 4. The [O III] / [C II] emission line ratio for high redshift

galaxies. Our work on MACS1149 JD1 and A2744 YD4 together

with the z = 7.2 LAE (Inoue et al. 2016) indicate ratios well

above those seen in local metal poor dwarfs (Madden et al. 2013,

grey circles) as well as numerical simulations capable of predicting

both lines (Katz et al. 2019, black open symbols). The maximum

effect of CMB attenuation is indicated by dashed lines below the

current limits (see text for details).

targets (µ ∼2 and 10 for A2744 YD4 and MACS1149 JD1
respectively), these non-detections imply [CII]158µm lumi-
nosities well below what is observed for z ∼0 metal poor
dwarfs, reviving the discussion of a ‘[CII] deficit’ previously
considered at lower redshift. Likewise when studying the
[Oiii]88µm/ [Cii]158µm line ratio, we find anomalously high
values. We examine this line ratio with a recent hydrody-
namical simulation of the ISM in early galaxies (Katz et al.
2019) and suggest that a low gas-phase metallicity may not
be the sole explanation for this [C II] deficit. Other hy-
potheses include a high ionisation parameter consistent with
trends seen in UV spectroscopy of similar z > 7 sources or
the suppression of neutral gas and hence [Cii]158µm emis-
sion via energetic feedback from intermittent star formation.
Using a semi-analytical model of galaxy evolution (Lagache
et al. 2018), we demonstrate that such faint [Cii]158µm lu-
minosities are rarely expected at z ≥8. Further multi-line
data on z > 8 sources will be helpful in resolving this puzzle.
Our study emphasises the importance of gathering multi-line
ALMA data for sources in the reionisation era to robustly
study the physical conditions in their interstellar media.
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D. Schaerer et al.: ALPINE [C ii]–SFR relation at high redshift
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Fig. 2. [C ii] as a function of the UV or UV+IR-derived SFR for the
z ∼ 4.5 ALPINE sources. Squares show the [C ii] detections, orange
triangles the 3 σ upper limits. Black squares show galaxies with con-
tinuum detection (SFR(UV)+SFR(IR) with filled squares; SFR(UV)
only with open squares); red squares shows the SFR(UV) for the other
ALPINE sources. Blue circles show the results from stacks of ALPINE
sources in four bins of L([CII]) and two redshift bins, adapted from
from Béthermin et al. (2020). The observations are compared to the
[C ii]-SFR relations of local galaxies determined by De Looze et al.
(2014) adjusted to the Chabrier IMF by reducing the SFR by a factor of
1.06 (black dashed line), shown by the yellow band with a total width
corresponding to 2σ. The green dotted line shows the relation fitted to
observations of z ∼ 5−9 galaxies by Harikane et al. (2019). The fits from
the models of Lagache et al. (2018) for redshifts spanning the range of
the observations are shown by the two blue dashed lines. Only the IR
continuum-detected sources differ between the two panels, illustrating
the importance of dust-obscured star formation in these galaxies.

the same conversion factors between LUV, LIR, and SFR as used
in their paper. We note that the SFR(UV) calibration adopted
by De Looze et al. (2014) agrees with the “classical” one from
Kennicutt (1998), when rescaled to the same IMF. However, for
the same IMF their IR calibration, taken from Murphy et al.
(2011), yields SFR(IR) values larger by 30% (0.12 dex) than the
Kennicutt (1998) calibration. Finally, we rescaled the SFR(UV)
and SFR(IR) values by a factor of 1.06 from the Kroupa IMF
(used by De Looze et al. (2014)) to the Chabrier IMF, for con-
sistency with the other ALPINE papers2 . Note that we assume
SFR(IR)=0 per default and unless otherwise stated, for sources
which are not detected in the continuum. This is discussed fur-
ther below.

3. Relations between the [C ii] 158 µm luminosity
and SFR indicators at z ∼ 4 − 6 and higher
redshift

3.1. Comparing L([CII]) with UV, IR, and SED-fit based
SFRs

As often done for high-z galaxies which are generally selected
from the rest-UV and seldomly detected in the dust continuum,
we first use a basic SFR indicator, SFR(UV) derived from the
observed UV luminosity and which is available for the entire
sample, to obtain the L([CII])–SFR relation shown in the left

2 In short, the final adopted SFR calibrations are: SFR(UV)/(M�
yr−1)= 8.24× 10−29Lν, where Lν is in units of ergs/s/Hz, or equivalently
SFR(UV)/(M� yr−1)= 1.59 × 10−10LUV/L�, where LUV is calculated at
1500 Å. And SFR(IR)/(M� yr−1)= 1.40 × 10−10LIR/L�.

panel of Fig. 2. The ALPINE data is compared to the low-z Hii-
galaxy/starburst sample from De Looze et al. (2014) as a refer-
ence (henceforth named the “local” relation), which is often used
in the literature. It includes 184 galaxies, shows a linear scaling
between L([CII]) and SFR, and a scatter of 0.27 dex (see their
Table 3)3. While the [C ii] detections span a wide range between
L([CII]) ∼ 5 × 107 L� and 5 × 109 L�, SFR(UV) varies less,
resulting thus in a relatively steep relation between L([CII]) and
SFR(UV). Compared to the local L([CII])–SFR correlation the
[C ii] luminosity of our sources appears higher, in contrast to sev-
eral high-z (z >∼ 6) galaxies where [C ii] was found to be “under-
luminous”, as mentioned in the introduction. More probably, the
SFR is underestimated, as can be expected from dust-attenuation
of the UV light.

To correct for dust attenuation in the simplest way, we plot in
the same figure (Fig. 2) the [C ii] measurements as a function of
the total SFR, adding the dust-attenuated SFR(IR) to SFR(UV)
for the galaxies for which we detect emission from the dust con-
tinuum. Clearly, for the continuum-detected sources the increase
in SFR is significant, bringing them to fair agreement with the
local L([CII])–SFR relation, as seen by the comparison with the
left panel. This corresponds to galaxies with SFR(tot) >∼ 30 M�
yr−1.

On average, however, the [C ii] luminosities of the 74 de-
tected sources remain larger than expected from the local rela-
tion of De Looze et al. (2014), by a factor ∼ 1.5 for the entire
sample and a factor ∼ 2 for the sources which are not detected
in the continuum (red squares in Fig. 2). Approximately 40%
of the [C ii]-detected ALPINE galaxies are extended and classi-
fied as mergers from a morphological and kinematic analysis (Le
Fèvre et al. (2019)). Excluding for example these mergers from
the sample does not significantly change the deviation from the
relation; on average a shift by a factor 1.25 in SFR(tot) remains,
compared to a factor 1.5 shift for the entire sample. For the merg-
ers alone the deviation is 0.28 dex, similar to that of several
sources not detected in the continuum. From this we conclude
that even if there were systematic differences between mergers
and galaxies in the local sample, this would probably not explain
the observed deviation between the ALPINE dataset and the De
Looze et al. (2014) relation. Obscured star formation, below our
current detection threshold in the ALMA measurements, is prob-
ably present in the majority of the ALPINE sample.

Béthermin et al. (2020) has carried out stacking of the
ALPINE sources in different bins of [C ii] luminosity, detect-
ing thus the dust continuum in several of these bins and hence
measuring in particular the average dust-attenuated contribution
SFR(IR). After conversion to the same SFR calibrations used
here (cf. above) their results are shown in Fig. 2. The ALPINE
stacking results show a good agreement with the local [C ii]–
SFR relation, indicating that some correction for dust-obscured
star formation is necessary even for the continuum un-detected
galaxies and especially those at the low L([CII]) range.

Regrettably, the upper limits on the IR continuum fluxes
of the individual ALPINE sources are sufficiently constraining.
Even if we use the aggressive 1σ limits to determine a limit on
hidden star-formation by summing SFR(UV) plus the SFR(IR)
limit, we obtain the SFR(tot) limits shown in Fig. 3 (left), which
are mostly in the range of SFR(tot)<∼ 40 − 100 M� yr−1. Clearly
tighter constraints are desirable to examine if/how the high-z
galaxies deviate or not from the local [C ii]–SFR relation.

3 For comparison, their entire sample with 530 galaxies, shows a larger
scatter (0.42 dex) and a [C ii] 158 µm luminosity which is lower by 0.07
dex for a given SFR.
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Figure: from Fujimoto+19 (arXiv:1902.06760, left ↑), Laporte+19
(arXiv:1906.01937, left ↓), Schaerer+20 (arXiv:2002.00979, right)
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in summary
key takeaways from this talk

[C II] intensity mapping forecasts suggest CCATp
early/baseline programmes will enable interesting
detections/limits at z . 6

baseline/full survey data likely needed for interesting
detections/limits at z & 6

upcoming theoretical work must refine forecasts and simulate
foreground removal to further inform instrumentation and
survey details, but is tractable
important hints will arise as we move from inferences
based on limited observations and simulations, to direct
LIM measurements
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